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3rd DigLogs newsletter
Welcome to the third edition of Newsletter series
of the DigLogs project!
DigLogs is a European project funded by the INTERREG Italy – Croatia CBC
Programme priority axis 4 - Maritime transport that aims to create the
technological solutions, models and plans to establish the most advanced
digitalised logistic processes for multimodal freight transport and passengers’
services in the Italy-Croatia area. This project will have a significant impact in
terms of diffusion and effectiveness of digitalised services and ICT support for
the quality, safety and environmental sustainability. In the project E-newsletter,
you will find interesting information on the latest developments and upcoming
events of the project.
The DigLogs project team!

DigLogs project presented at 76th Venice
International Film Festival on 6th September
2019.
DigLogs will be presented at the 76th Venice International Film Festival during
the event “The cultural dimension of the European Interreg cooperation
programs Italy – Croatia” organized by the Joint Secretariat at Veneto Region
space, in Hotel Excelsior Lido. We will discuss of “Innovation, flows,
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The objective of the meeting is to make the European programs known to the
media representatives, highlighting their cultural component
After the presentation of the Program, the European structure and dimension
and of the communication rules, 11 Italy-Croatia projects will be presented
through short stories (videos, external speakers, short documentaries, etc.).
Each project will present its impact on the culture of the territory. University of
Trieste, partner of DigLogs and responsible with Elevante of WP3, will present
our project and will speak about “Innovation, flows, environment and territory”.
The event will be held on 6th September from 10 to 11 at Veneto Region
space, Hotel Excelsior Lido. The participation is free.

The DigLogs project partnership at Kick-off meeting.

Published the first three deliverables of WP3
"Impact analyses of main innovation of the
sector"
ELEVANTE, responsible partner of WP3 in cooperation with the University of
Trieste published the first three deliverables of WP 3 “Impact analyses of main
innovations of the sector”.
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informatisation processes
big data and data management
automation systems
affecting freight and/or passenger mobility.
This activity was carried out by Elevante Srl (freight) and UniTS (passenger),
with the contribution of Actual and University of Rijeka, according to the
methodology prepared by Elevante Srl and then presented and approved by all
partners.
Collected innovations was briefly described and presented in order to allow
partners to appraise, rank and ultimately select those innovations that are most
important and relevant to them.
Collected innovations are divided into:
- Ready-to-be-used and already happening;
- Disruptive innovations (not ready to be used, still being experimented).
From desk research it emerged that a number of innovations are not yet ready
to be used. Some of them may already be taking place but in very limited
testing environments, very often still requiring regulatory frameworks to keep
the pace with technology advancements. Others are in the course of being
implemented and turned into real-world applications. Finally, some are still
being explored and investigated at a theoretical stage or exist in form of
innovative start-up companies fuelled by venture capitals and gathering the
interest of investors.
A larger group of innovations is already available in the market and used by a
number of entities. These innovations could be brought to programme area
without having to wait for further developments. However, local regulatory
framework (if necessary) may still be lacking.
In the subsequent activities, a more in-depth analysis of some selected
innovations will also be carried out.
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